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The glopus pallidus is a central nucleus of the basal ganglia, pivotal to their function in health and disease. In
this issue ofNeuron, Mallet et al. (2012) reveal that this structure is more diverse than previously thought, and
identify a novel cell type that projects from pallidum to striatum providing massive GABAergic innervation.
These findings invite new views on basal ganglia processing.
Corticobasal ganglia loops, and the basal

ganglia in particular, have long been asso-

ciated with action control, action selec-

tion and reinforcement learning (Graybiel,

2005; Balleine et al., 2007). Basal ganglia

circuits have also been implicated in

learning new skills, as well as in both

goal-directed and habitual actions

(Balleine et al., 2007; Yin and Knowlton,

2006). The basal ganglia encompass

several nuclei that contribute to a large

interconnected network. The regions

that form the basal ganglia are the

striatum, the globus pallidum, the subtha-

lamic nucleus (STN), and the substantia

nigra. The major input into the basal

ganglia is through the striatum, its largest

region. It receives input from cortical,

thalamic and limbic structures (such as

amygdala), and it is composed of projec-

tion GABAergic medium spiny neurons

(95%) and several populations of inter-

neurons. Some striatal medium spiny

neurons project directly to basal ganglia

output nuclei, like the substantia nigra

pars reticulata (SNr) or the internal globus

pallidum (GPi; entopeduncular nucleus in

rodents) giving rise to the so-called direct

pathway. Other medium spiny neurons

project to the external globus pallidum

(GPe), which is a central basal ganglia

nucleus that projects to other basal

ganglia nuclei, like the STN, giving rise to

the indirect pathway (Gerfen et al., 1990).

These corticobasal ganglia loops ap-

pear to have a parallel organization that

connects specific topographic regions of

cortex, striatum, and thalamus (Groene-

wegen et al., 1990). There are different

models of how circuit organization in

basal ganglia relates to information pro-

cessing in these loops. The most influen-
tial model poses that the direct and the

indirect pathways have orthogonal effects

on basal ganglia output (Albin et al., 1989):

activity in direct pathway striatal neurons

would directly inhibit basal ganglia output

and hence disinhibit the thalamus, while

activity of the indirect pathway would

disinhibit basal ganglia output, and there-

fore inhibit thalamus. According to this

view, the output of basal ganglia would

be a balance of the activity in these two

pathways. This model has been used to

provide a mechanistic explanation of the

symptoms associated with several basal

ganglia disorders, most notably Parkin-

son disease (PD), (Albin et al., 1989). In

PD, loss of dopamine input mainly from

substantia nigra pars compacta, would

have opposing effects on direct and indi-

rect pathway neurons, which express

mostly D1 versus D2-type dopamine

receptors, respectively (Gerfen et al.,

1990). This would result in overactivation

of the indirect pathway (and the conse-

quent inhibition of GPe) and less activa-

tion of the direct pathway and to lack of

movement (Kravitz et al., 2010). Other

studies show that PD is accompanied by

the emergence of abnormal oscillations

in basal ganglia, most notably prominent

beta oscillations in STN and GPe (Mallet

et al., 2008; Nini et al., 1995), which are

thought to constitute a pacemaker circuit

(Plenz and Kital, 1999).

The GPe, central to basal ganglia func-

tion, has been traditionally portrayed as

a structure organized in different domains

of homogeneous cell populations of pro-

jection neurons, all projecting to the STN

with some collaterals reaching other

structures. In this issue of Neuron, Mallet

and colleagues (Mallet et al., 2012)
Neuron
demonstrate that the organization of the

GPe is more complex than previously

thought, and that it is composed of at

least two populations of GABAergic pro-

jection neurons. The authors had previ-

ously shown that in a PD rat model, two

different types of GPe neurons could be

identified based on their entrainment to

different phases of cortical slow wave

oscillations (Mallet et al., 2008): some

fired preferentially during the surface-

negative component of the cortical oscil-

lation (inactive, hence named GP-TI);

others during the surface-positive phase

of the cortical oscillation (active phase,

GP-TA). In this study, Mallet et al. (2012)

used juxtacellular labeling of in vivo

recorded cells to establish that these

two types of neurons, identified based

on their firing dynamics, constitute indeed

different cell types within GPe, with

quite distinct molecular profiles, neuronal

structures, and projection patterns.

The authors observed that all GP-TA

neurons expressed the neuropeptide

precursor preproenkephalin (PPE), while

none of the GP-TI neurons did. Other

markers, like parvalbumin, were more ex-

pressed in GP-TI neurons, but were also

found in GP-TA neurons. Therefore, PPE

could be used as a specific marker for

GP-TA neurons. Using this marker, the

authors showed that GP-TA and GP-TI

neuronal populations are spatially inter-

mingled in GPe, and that they are both

GABAergic neurons. Next, they character-

ized the structure and projection speci-

ficity of individual neurons from both

populations. They observed that while

GP-TI neurons have the projection profile

expected for GPe neurons—descending

projections to downstream BG nuclei
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Figure 1. Scheme of GPe Projection Neurons from the Two
Populations Identified
All GP-TI neurons (represented in green) have the prototypical projection
pattern of GPe neurons, i.e., they project to downstream basal ganglia areas
such as subthalamic nucleus (STN) with some collaterals sparsely innervating
the striatum. Arkypallidal, or GP-TA neurons (magenta), however, present an
unexpected projection pattern, not targeting the STN but instead projecting
to the striatum with extensive axonal arborization. GP-TA neurons can target
both interneurons and projections neurons.
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such as STN, which some-

times sent collaterals to

striatum—GP-TA neurons

had an unanticipated projec-

tion pattern. All GP-TA neu-

rons analyzed presented one

projecting axon that exten-

sively innervated the striatum,

but not the STN (Figure 1).

Furthermore, a detailed anal-

ysis of the striatal innervation

of reconstructed GP-TA neu-

rons revealed that each axon

could split into several axonal

collaterals, and form thou-

sands of axonal boutons in

the striatum, constituting the

largest extrinsic GABAergic

input to the striatum. Addi-

tional observations revealed

that GP-TA neurons target all

main populations of neurons

in the striatum, i.e., projection

neuronsand themajor classes

of interneurons. Lastly, the

authors also show that axon

collaterals from GP-TI and
GP-TA neurons can form local connec-

tions with both GP-TI andGP-TA neurons,

i.e., these two populations can communi-

cate directly within and between each

other. These observations indicate yet

another potential degree of regulation in

GPe networks.

This new population of striatal projec-

ting pallidal neurons (arkypallidal) adds

to an increasingly complex picture of

basal ganglia connectivity that challenges

the basic feedforward view of cortico-

basal ganglia loops. In particular, it pres-

ents a new way of looking at GPe, not

simply as a relay area that forwards infor-

mation from the striatum to downstream

structures like the STN, but as a region

with different circuits that can differentially

target specific points of a larger network.

Because of the large projection of the

GP-TA neurons to the striatum, this popu-

lation can potentially have a major impact

on the dynamics of this structure.

For example, it may shape models

about the balance between direct and

indirect pathways, and how these path-

ways dynamically influence each other.

This will depend largely on a more exten-

sive characterization of the projections of

GP-TA neurons. Are they synapsing pref-

erentially into direct or indirect neurons? If
968 Neuron 74, June 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevie
they target neurons from the indirect

pathway, is this a complete feedback

loop where they are projecting back to

same neurons from which they receive

input? These and other questions can

entirely change the predictions of what

these neurons do in basal ganglia circuits,

with different potential combinations re-

sulting in the emergence of rather

different network dynamics. Also, since

ventral, medial and lateral networks in

corticobasal ganglia loops have been

implicated in different aspects of behavior

(Balleine et al., 2007), it would be inter-

esting to investigate if the projections of

arkypallidal neurons are topographically

structured or not, as this could constitute

yet another level of organization. Another

pending question relates to input to both

populations of GPe neurons, that is,

which cells project to GP-TI neurons and

which project to GP-TA neurons. One

can consider situations where both cell

types receive projections from the same

neurons, or a sort of functional organiza-

tion of the inputs, which could be at least

partially responsible for the diverse firing

pattern of the two populations. The obser-

vation that GP-TI and GP-TA can form

connections between each other is crit-

ical. Lateral inhibition can be another
r Inc.
way, by itself or in coordina-

tion with other inputs, of

controlling the activity of the

two GPe populations, and

maintain asynchrony

between them.

The identification of this

new pallidal cell type may be

important to understand the

pathophysiology of PD, and

also shed light into why deep

brain stimulation in the STN

and lesions of the GPe are

effective treatments for PD

symptoms. Still, one impor-

tant next step will be the anal-

ysis of the activity and role of

this pathway in nonlesioned,

freely behaving animals. It

is necessary to confirm that

the differences in population

dynamics and molecular pro-

files are a constitutive char-

acteristic of the system, and

not mainly observed in PD

lesioned animals. In this

respect, the authors showed
that GP-TA neurons and GP-TI neurons

also behaved differently from each other

during cortical activation states, which

suggests that they may indeed play an

important role in a variety of brain states,

and in awake behaving animals. It would

be interesting, for instance, to investigate

if activity of these neurons is related to the

emergence of normal beta oscillations in

behaving animals (Howe et al., 2011;

Leventhal et al., 2012). Given that these

neurons express specific molecular

markers (e.g., PPE), they can be geneti-

cally targeted using simple or combinato-

rial approaches to express recombinases

and/or viral vectors. This can also expe-

dite the use of optogenetics and the

exploration of the functional connectivity

of these neurons.

In summary, this finding opens a new

realm of possibilities to investigate the

function of a structure that was so far

considered relatively homogenous. One

can go one step further and question

how many more populations can there

be in GPe. As an example, some neurons

recorded had high tonic firing rates not in

synchrony with SWA. Could they repre-

sent a third population of neurons in

GPe? Even the GP-TI population presents

some heterogeneity, which could be
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explained by the existence of subpopula-

tions within these neurons. Hopefully,

these and future studies will help shed

light on the operations of this complex

network, not only in healthy conditions,

but also in diseases that deregulate its

normal balance.
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